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Acute Care Wing works underway from roof slab to flooring finishings  
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Energised
Back-up generators in case of power loss are 
going to be installed in the next few weeks. 
The main feed for the new Acute Care Wing
has been installed from BHB’s substation in 
the Springfield car park and will be energised 
this month. 

Turning the power on will allow the start-up of 
plant and equipment including chillers, air 
handling units, boilers and pumps. It will 
commence the commissioning process slated 
for early next year. 

The Acute Care Wing will open to the public
in 2014.

 What’s happening inside 
• A bridge structure will link the two buildings at the third and fourth   
 floors. Construction crews are preparing these link sites in the   
 existing building for the installation of the link bridge in the New Year.

• Rubber and terrazzo flooring works are progressing on all floors with   
 many areas now  complete. A higher grade of flooring and wall   
 finishes is now being installed in resuscitation rooms. Resinous   
 epoxy flooring and  wall finishes (Stonehard) are being used to   
 facilitate easy cleaning and maintenance of high infection control   
 standards. These materials will also be installed in the operating   
 rooms and other high risk areas. 

• Radio frequency and magnetic shielding for radiation protection in   
 the MRI rooms is almost complete. 

• Lead-lined sheetrock installation in X-ray and CT scan areas is 
 underway as radiation protection for staff and the public. 

• Trash and soiled linen chutes have been installed. Three separate   
 chutes – one for recyclables, one for regular  trash and one for soiled  
 linen– link the wards to collection rooms in the basement of the 
 new building.

• A slew of fittings work is underway from doors and ironmongery to   
 cabinets, ceilings, toilets, sinks, bumper rails, light fixtures, medical   
 gas headwalls to wall finishes in patient suites. Two elevators have   
 passed inspection and are in construction use.

  What’s happening outside

• Palm trees and small shrubs are being planted along the main 
 entranceway.

• Roofing works and lightning protection are underway.

• Steel structure for main entrance canopy has been installed.

• Concrete structure that will form the core of the link between 
 the new and the existing facility is complete. 

 Also on the site 

• Fuel tanks have been installed under what will be 
 the main car park.  About half the  equipment for 
 the new sewage treatment plant has been installed   
 (including the underground services it will require).   
 The  remaining items are now in transit from   
 Ireland and are due to arrive just before Christmas. 

• The sewage treatment plant elevator shaft and   
 staircase enclosure has been constructed.

• Work on discharge wells in the car park is underway. 

• Completion of underground services and abstraction  
 wells allows work to progress on the actual car park   
 which will be above and around the sewage   
 treatment plant.

Stonework has begun on the exterior of the building at 
ground level. 

An aerial view of works on the sewage treatment plant. 

Uninterrupted power supply room. 

Want to donate? visit www.whyitmatter.bm


